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The brand new Frames by Franke collection offers unique design harmony in
sinks, taps, hoods, hobs and ovens
Best known for their sinks and taps, Franke has now
added hobs, ovens and more hoods to their offering
with a brand new contemporary collection called
Frames by Franke.
Ultra-streamlined and ultra-functional, Frames by
Franke is a complete kitchen system offering 36
sinks, taps, hoods, hobs and ovens. This is a new
stand-alone collection with a sophisticated edge.
What makes this collection different is that all
products have the same design style and footprint so
you can achieve a perfectly streamlined and coordinated design look throughout your kitchen, with
the assurance of maximum performance.
Hobs and sinks sit flush in the worksurface in a slim
and elegant stainless steel frame, while the hoods
and ovens mirror the same understated elegance
with chic glass and stainless steel features. A choice
of champagne or black glass, full colour touchscreens,
intuitive slider controls, as well as automatic hob and
hood activation are just some of finer details of this elegant collection.
More than just products, Frames by Franke is a total concept that is designed to transition your
kitchen effortlessly through day and night while you cook, dine, entertain and relax. By day, the
products take centre stage offering maximum performance, while at night their sleek design
means they blend elegantly into the background. Ergonomically, all products are designed to
work together seamlessly to optimise the workflow around the kitchen. Bring on the next
dinner party!
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Frames by Franke is a contemporary new range of 36 sinks, taps, hoods, hobs and ovens that
are ultra-functional and ultra-streamlined in design. Designed holistically as a complete kitchen
system that take you effortlessly through day and night mode, the products work in harmony
with each other allowing you to achieve a perfectly co-ordinated look and workflow. Pictured is
a Frames FSX 211 sink and FS SL SW stainless steel tap with Rollamat and glass chopping board
£1197, an FH FS 864 induction hob £1235, an FS DW 866 downdraft hood £1659, an FS 913 P
multifunction touch control pyrolytic oven £1493, an FS DRW 14 warming drawer £510 and an
FMW 45 FS compact combi microwave oven in champagne glass £1132. Prices include VAT.
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